THE USE OF HYDRAULIC SHOCK DAMPERS TO ARREST THE REVERSE LOAD OF BLANKING IN PRESSES
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abstract

It has long been known that there is detrimental effect to both press and tooling during blanking and punching operations. Of the possible methods of protecting the press and tooling against the reverse energy released at the moment of material break through, the use of hydraulic shock dampers provides the greatest combination of benefits for the end user. This paper is presented as a basic primer for the understanding of the causes and effects of reverse load in presses and the benefits afforded by incorporating hydraulic shock suppression to presses.
1.0 INTRODUCTION:

1.1 What is break through shock? This phenomenon has been referred to as break through shock, snap through shock, reverse load or negative tonnage. All of these terms mean the same thing.

![Figure 1](image)

Break through shock is typically associated with a loud boom and press vibration. Specifically it is the moment in time when the press has built up enough force that it exceeds the shearing strength of the material and the material fractures. The sudden release of the stored up energy in the press frame, hydraulics, mechanical clearances and die occurs in less than twenty milliseconds as shown in Figure 1. The press components, which are designed to be put into tension, are suddenly put into compression, much like releasing an extended rubber band.

In order to estimate the magnitude of this force, it is first necessary to understand what happens during a press blanking cycle. As the ram descends downward and the die contacts the work material, a resistance force is quickly built in the press frame. The slide is counter pressured, upward, eliminating all clearances in the mechanical or hydraulic linkage between the slide and the crown. The crown, being rigidly connected to the bed of the press through the side housings, resists this load and continues to build force until the shear strength of the material is overcome.

While this happens very quickly, it can be visualized while looking at the sheared edge of a part that the material is first deformed and partially sheared before material fracture as shown in Figure 2:
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The “toughness” of any given material determines the amount of punch shear penetration before material fracture. As shown in Figure 2, for soft materials, this penetration can exceed 1/3 of the material thickness. Conversely, tougher materials with higher physical properties (higher ratio of yield to tensile strength) have a much reduced percentage of material penetration before fracture. From a large base of material test data it has been shown that this ratio of material yield strength to ultimate tensile strength is a critical factor in determining the amount of forward tonnage that is released at the moment of fracture to translate into reverse load in the press. A typical blanking cycle without shock suppression is shown in Figure 1 and again in Figure 3:

![Figure 3](image)

The Y ordinate of the graph measures press force in tons. The X ordinate is a parameter of cycle time, in seconds or slide position measured in degrees of crank rotation. The resulting force curve shows the rapid tonnage build during the portion of the cycle after engagement of the material. At the peak, the material begins shear and the steep incline downward illustrates the release of the captured energy after fracture. At the point where the curve passes the X ordinate, a negative tonnage (reverse load) is generated in the press frame.

During this portion of the cycle all of the elastic deflection that was generated in the press frames (slide, crown, bed, housings) during blanking has been released and a rapid downward acceleration of the slide is generating an impact or compressive loading in the frame. Depending upon the design margins in the press, this energy is dissipated through the high frequency oscillations shown at the tale end of Figure 1. To help quantify these effects, it is interesting to note that for most blanking applications the complete energy release portion of the cycle is completed within twenty milliseconds. From load monitoring systems, and knowledge of press deflection, it can be shown that the energy release can generate downward slide accelerations approaching ten times the acceleration of gravity (10 gs).

1.2 **What does break through shock harm?** Uncontrolled, high reverse loads can fatigue the press structure. Fatigue impact cracks can be generated in the slide, drive linkage, crown, housings and bed of even the strongest built presses. The progression starts with loose bolts or hydraulic lines, and then proceeds to the next weakest component (the mechanical link or joint between the crown and slide). Eventually, this will result in a fatigue failure in the press frame, crown, bed, slide,
bolster die or hydraulic system. The press vibration will sometimes cause failure of the foundation. The constant shock and vibration will create fatigue in the operators’ feet, ankles, knees and hips. Finally, the shock has been associated with quality issues due to premature wear in punches and dies.

Historically, press manufacturers have derated or over built their presses when the known application was blanking and punching. As a rule of thumb, most manufacturers derate presses by a factor of approximately 1/3 of the available tonnage when used in blanking operations. The 1/3 rule is only applicable for mild steel, which generates approximately 30 to 33 percent reverse loads. T1, heat treated alloy, aluminum and other high strength material can generate 80 to 90 percent reverse loads which will greatly increase fatigue and failure rate.

1.3 How to solve break through shock – There are four ways to resolve the break through shock problem.

1.3.1 **Solution 1** - Dramatically over size the press. More mass can absorb more energy. This solution will work, but it is not economically practical in most cases.

1.3.2 **Solution 2** - Stagger the punches. This topic is covered in several technical handbooks published by Smith & Associates\(^{(1)}\). This solution works to minimize the forward tonnage as well as the reverse tonnage. The problem is maintaining tooling without an experienced in-house die repair department. Also, it cannot eliminate 100 percent of the reverse shock. When press stroke and tooling design allow, the optimum is to stagger punched holes so that less than 50 percent of the area to be punched or blanked is engaged at once. With proper sequencing, a second set of punches can be engaged at the moment the first set breaks through and the reverse load can be counter-pressured by the second set of punches in contact with the work material.

1.3.3 **Solution 3** – Build a cushion (typically nitrogen cylinders) that will absorb the break through shock energy. The problem with this solution is that it requires additional forward tonnage equal to the cushion capacity. If a blanking application requires 100 tons forward force and generates 50 tons of reverse tonnage, the tonnage required for this application with a cushion is 150 tons.

1.3.4 **Solution 4** - Hydraulic Shock Dampers. The most versatile and cost efficient solution to resolve break through shock is **hydraulic shock dampers**. They are typically retrofittable into new and used presses. Hydraulic shock dampers absorb the shock energy without derating the press capacity or requiring additional forward tonnage. They are simple to set up or remove when they are not required.

\(^{(1)}\) See acknowledgements.
2.0 **WHO NEEDS HYDRAULIC SHOCK DAMPERS?**

2.1 Damping is beneficial in any blanking, punching or die trimming applications of metals, plastics or composites that are experiencing excessive reverse shock, premature die wear, fatigued press components or hydraulic system failure.

2.2 Dampers are also beneficial for balancing and controlling a blanking application that purposely off-center loads the press through the die design or its placement on the bed of the press.

3.0 **WHAT BENEFITS COME FROM DAMPING?**

3.1 Dampers will arrest excessive noise and press vibration problems. To achieve this goal, 100 percent of the reverse load or negative tonnage must be absorbed by the dampers.

3.2 Press companies derate a press when blanking due to negative tonnage and its harmful effects. If the press with dampers never sees negative tonnage, theoretically a press could blank to its full press capacity. It is common to blank up to 90 percent of the press tonnage capacity when dampers are utilized.

3.3 **Extend tooling life.** Again, much like the press frame components, tooling life has been dramatically increased when dampers are implemented. Unfortunately, most manufacturers do not keep track of die repairs or frequency of failures. Generally, we have had reports of up to 5 fold increases in life. We believe this is primarily due to minimizing the side loads that are experienced by the punches inside the die.

3.4 **Improve operator’s ergonomics** by reducing or eliminating the noise and vibration the operator benefits from less stress to the lower part of his or her body. The reduction of noise leads to a tangible reduction of physical fatigue.

3.5 **Reduce press maintenance cost from fatigue.** Unfortunately most users do not keep an accurate account of individual press maintenance. Therefore a dollar estimate is never to justify the purchase of a set of hydraulic shock dampers. An informal survey of users that were experiencing press failures before installing dampers have seen down times greatly reduce as much as 75 percent. A detailed program for capturing die maintenance cost has been developed by Smith & Associates to help stampers avoid production disruptions(4).

4.0 **HOW DO HYDRAULIC SHOCK DAMPERS WORK?**

Shock dampers are designed to provide a counter pressure force, upward, at the moment of part breakthrough. This resistance is generated by internal orifice and flow control valves that restrict the flow of oil out of the cylinder when it is subjected to an instantaneous velocity increase at break through. Properly sized and adjusted shock dampers will eliminate the reverse load or tonnage during blanking. They will also allow increased blanking capacity (tonnage) on each press that has dampers installed.

A portion of the forward tonnage of blanking is absorbed by the material through plastic deformation prior to fracture. Reverse load is the net energy released at the moment of

---

(4) See acknowledgements.
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fracture and imparted into the downward acceleration of the slide and linkage. It must be subsequently absorbed as an impact at the bottom dead center portion of the press cycle.

5.0 **HOW IS A HYDRAULIC DAMPER CONSTRUCTED:**

5.1 **Counter pressure** - The design of modern hydraulic shock dampers incorporates several desired characteristics for heavy press blanking. First, the system of one or more cylinders provides a counter pressure against the slide to retard the rapid downward acceleration at the moment of material fracture. Equally important, the dampers should be “velocity sensitive”. This means that the applied counter pressure of the cylinder system is negligible during normal press operations but instantaneously reacts to provide the necessary counter pressure to absorb the full reverse load at break through.

5.2 **Tuning and set up** - Another important characteristic of an efficient damping system is ease of set up to optimize performance depending upon the press or job undertaken. Today’s stamping houses require fast and efficient tooling set up and this extends to the damper system.

5.3 **Overload protection** - In order to protect the shock damper system, press and operators, the dampers should also incorporate a method of overload protection. In order to minimize investment costs, many shops utilize a few number of dampers and move them frequently between presses. While dampers may be sized for a specific maximum counter pressure, they can also be utilized in larger presses to provide a partial reduction of the reverse load and gain the benefits of reduction of shock and impact to the tooling and press. Because of this, it is essential that dampers incorporate a method of limiting the energy absorbed without damage to the damper system.

The characteristics outlined in paragraphs 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 can be achieved by incorporating a close-coupled hydraulic circuit within the base of each damper as illustrated in **Figure 4:**

---

**Figure 4**

A: Fast acting relief valve  B: Needle valve (tunable orifices)  C: Fixed orifice  D: Check valve  E: Oil reservoir/accumulator  F: Return spring
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Dampers are sized based upon the capacity criteria described previously in this article. Within the base of each cylinder are at least four (4) or more elements to control the pressure and direction of the flow exiting or entering the cylinder.

5.4 Sizing the orifice - The most basic element of the circuit is a fixed area orifice (element C) that is sized to match the speed characteristics of the press during normal cycling. This orifice will pass the required volume of oil when the press is “dry cycled” without adding significant forward tonnage to the press. The flow of hydraulic oil through the fixed orifices is well understood and can be approximated by the equation given in Figure 5:

\[ Q = KA \sqrt{\Delta P} \]

Q is the flow rate through the orifice measured in cubic inches per second.
K is a constant reflecting the density and flow characteristics of petroleum based hydraulic oil.
A is the orifice effective area measured in square inches.
\( \Delta P \) is the differential pressure across the orifice, typically design pressure for the system at maximum capacity in pounds per square inch.

**Figure 5**

This equation can be utilized to create a parametric study for a wide range of various orifice sizes to optimally select the appropriate orifice for each combination of cylinder capacity and press speed as illustrated in **Figure 6**\(^{(2)}\).

\( \sqrt{\text{Fi}} \text{g}\)ure 6

\(^{(2)}\) See acknowledgements.
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In addition to the fixed orifice, each damper should incorporate a variable area orifice (needle valve - element B) to fine tune the characteristics of the damper and optimize its performance. When used in conjunction with load monitoring systems, the needle valve will allow operators and set up teams to tune out the reverse load for each blanking application.

**Figure 4** also illustrates a pressure relief valve (element A) that is factory preset to bypass oil out of the cylinder back into the reservoir (element E) if the design internal pressure is exceeded during blanking. This extends the seal life and guards against improper set up of the dampers by inexperienced operators.

### 6.0 HOW TO ESTIMATE THE DAMPER SIZE REQUIRED FOR EACH APPLICATION:

6.1 **First, determine the forward tonnage** - In order to fully understand the need for shock suppression in presses, it is first necessary to explore the basic terms and phenomena associated with blanking operations. Forward tonnage is the required pressing force to overcome the shear strength of the material. It is normally calculated in tons of force and approximated by the equation in **Figure 7**:  

\[
F_T = \frac{P \times t \times S_s}{2000}
\]

Where:  
- \(P\) = Part perimeter  
- \(t\) = Material thickness  
- \(S_s\) = Material shear strength

**Figure 7**  
In the above calculation, the part perimeter and thickness are measured in inches and the shear strength is expressed in pounds force per inch squared. The formula does not include the effects of designed clearance between the punch and die or reflect the design of staged or staggered punches in tooling.

The shear strength is a material physical property that can most generally be obtained from reference resource books or the material manufacturer. The value of shear strength generally lies between the properties for yield strength and ultimate tensile strength for any given material. In situations where the shear stress properties of a material are not known, it is always recommended to “error on the conservative” and use the ultimate tensile strength to estimate the forward tonnage required in a given blanking job.

6.2 **Second, determine the reverse load** - The preferred method is to simply read the negative tonnage recorded on a modern tonnage monitor. Unfortunately, most presses do not have tonnage monitors or the monitor does not record negative tonnage. The second method is to estimate the negative tonnage using the Reverse Load Factor (RLF) developed by W-Technologies, Inc. (refer to **Figure 8**).

In order to approximate the reverse tonnage generated, a large number of empirical tests were conducted to create the graph of reverse load as a function of the yield to tensile strength ratio illustrated in **Figure 8**:  
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Figure 8 illustrates the strong relationship that the yield to tensile strength parameter plays in the determination of reverse load. A material corresponding to low carbon mild steel sheet stock with a yield strength of 30,000 psi and a tensile strength of 60,000 psi results in a yield to tensile strength ratio of .5. Selecting the .5 value on the X ordinate and the corresponding reverse load factor on the Y ordinate of .33 is established. After estimating the forward tonnage by Figure 7 the reverse load can be estimated by applying the reverse load factor and multiplying it by the estimated forward tonnage.

6.3 Third, determine damper placement - Determining the quantity and placement of dampers is typically determined by what space is available. The ideal set up is to use a damper in each corner of the bed (4 total). Another option includes placing one damper on each end of the press left to right or front to back (2 total). The last option, which is not used very often, is to place one damper in the back corner and placing the second damper on the front corner on the opposite end of the press bed.

6.4 Fourth, select damper size - Determining the damper size required is calculated by dividing the reverse tonnage by the total dampers required.

\[
\text{Total reverse tonnage} = \frac{\text{Individual damper capacity}}{4 \text{ or } 2}
\]

\[
\frac{A \times P}{2000} = \text{cylinder capacity (tons)}
\]

\[
A = \text{Piston area of damper in square inches}
\]

\[
P = \text{Internal design pressure in square inches}
\]
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7.0 POTENTIAL APPLICATION PROBLEMS:

7.1 #1 Problem – Dampers are most effective when placed on the bed of the press next to the tooling. Unfortunately, in some cases the tooling uses all of the bed area. There are limited options to solve this problem. Occasionally, it is possible to mount the dampers in the press windows. This option typically requires structural reinforcements and upper moving bolster extension to engage the pistons. In most cases when bed area is limited hydraulic damping is not an economic option.

7.2 #2 Problem – Minimal hydraulic shock damping cylinder stroke. The stroke in a typical hydraulic shock damper cylinder is limited (½” to 2 ½” stroke) in order to keep heat generation to a minimum and for quick recovery. Some blanking applications also include forming or drawing. Unless the blanking is staged near the bottom of the press stroke (within the damper stroke capacity) hydraulic damping is not practical.

7.3 #3 Problem – Removing heat build up in the hydraulic cylinders is critical in blanking applications that exceed 25 strokes per minute. The high performance seals used in hydraulic cylinders typically have a maximum continuous temperature rating of 250°F.(3).

Hydraulic press applications rarely can achieve speeds that will create enough heat (oil passing through the internal orifices), which would exceed the standard seal rating. Mechanical presses often achieve speeds that generate enough heat to degrade the seal life. Fortunately there are solutions to this problem. A cooling circuit would need to be added using something as simple as a large accumulator tank with a heat exchanger using air or water.

8.0 WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN A DAMPING CYLINDER:

8.1 Easy set up is the key to the successful use of hydraulic shock dampers. Setting up hydraulic shock dampers is no more difficult than setting up the tooling inside of a press. Unfortunately it is too often the case that tools get bottomed (over stroked) and damaged, therefore improperly set up dampers are bottomed and damaged. Because of this, every effort must be made for quick and easy fail-safe set up procedures.

8.2 External access to internal orifices for quick and easy set up adjustments is essential. If the dampers require disassembly in order to change internal orifices they are quickly discarded and are perceived to be a faulty product. Therefore, always confirm adjustability.

8.3 Hydraulic shock dampers should have the ability to monitor the internal pressure and temperature. Monitoring the internal pressure will confirm if the dampers are performing to their capacity. A temperature gauge is only necessary during high-speed application. As discussed earlier, seals are greatly affected by heat. Knowing

(3) See acknowledgements.
the operation temperature of the dampers will give clues to the potential seal life or will indicate that a cooling circuit is required.

8.4 Use off the shelf seals and components are desirable for easy maintenance. A basic hydraulic shock damper is constructed to last indefinitely, only the seals and orifices should wear. Using off the shelf components limits the maintenance cost as well as down time.

8.5 A safety pressure relief system should be designed into the hydraulic shock damper. Every damper will be designed to a pressure rating (2500 psi to 5000 psi). A relief valve will ensure that the damper cannot be over pressured.

9.0 CONCLUSION:

Hydraulic shock dampers have proved to be cost effective way to minimize break through shock and reduce on going press mechanical and hydraulic failures. Tooling wear will be greatly reduced, along with the noise and vibrations. Dampers work equally in hydraulic and mechanical presses. They are easily retrofittable and mobile for quick die changes. All other options require a great deal of additional press mass or tooling cost. As manufacturers continue to move toward lighter weight, stronger material where the material yield strength approaches the tensile strength, the blanking industry will continue to push press capacity beyond their design limits. Hydraulic shock damping solves this problem.
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